Park Refurbishment Plan for the Northwest Corner of the
Large Oliver Street Park in Honor of Robert H. Elliott
Fact Sheet
Size of Park:


0.85 acres or 37,026 sq. ft.

Size of Proposed Memorial Garden:



0.038 acres or 1,655 sq. ft.
4.46% of park

Size of Proposed Terrace:



132 sq. ft.
0.35% of park

Current number of benches in Park (located at the south and east corners of the park):


4

Trees to be planted:



3 – Flowering Dogwood
1 – Blackgum

Shrubs/groundcover to be planted:




10 – Pee Wee Oakleaf Hydrangea
29 – Otto Luyken Cherry Laurel
200 – Creeping Liriope

Younes, Michael
To:
Subject:

Village, Chevy Chase
RE: June 8 hearing on Elliott memorial park design

From: Richard Hertling [mailto:rhertling@live.com]
Sent: Friday, June 05, 2015 5:30 PM
To: Village, Chevy Chase
Subject: June 8 hearing on Elliott memorial park design

I submit this comment because I am unable to attend the June 8 residents' meeting.
I am a resident of Hesketh Street and will not be affected directly by the decision regarding a memorial design
for Mr. Elliott.
I walk extensively on weekends and walk past the park on Kirkside multiple times every Saturday and
Sunday. The park grounds are heavily used by families, children, and residents' pets. While the park is a good
size, it gets a great deal of use, more than probably any other park in the Village, no doubt because of its
central location. I believe that taking up the segment of the park for the proposed purpose will detract from
neighbors' enjoyment of the green space, particualrly when the proposal includes the degree of hardscape it
currently incorporates. I encourage the Board to reject the proposal because of the likely adverse impact on
park users. An alternative would be a simply plaque to Mr. Elliott or perhaps adding a bench and placing on it
a plaque in Mr. Elliott's honor.
I am also concerned about starting to name different aspects of the Village after residents, even those who
have contributed to our community. If the Board wants to acknowledge the contributions of Mr. Elliott, I
submit a plaque in the Village Hall or its grounds is more appropriate. I worry that soon enough anyone who
has made a contribution to our community will start to look for some piece of the Village to carry his or her
name in perpetuity. And while for now the proposal covers a deceased, I can easily see how people will start
seeking such honors while still breathing. I am more than happy for the Village and the Board to acknowledge
the service rendered to residents by those who give of their time and efforts to support our community, but I
again believe that the most appropriate means to do so is through recognition of some kind at the Village Hall
or on its grounds.
If the Board rejects my views, I offer one further suggestion. While the park at Kirkside and Oliver is heavily
used and, as a result, the proposed development would, I believe be detrimental to its current usage, the
Western Grove park is far larger and rarely used. I often walk through it on weekends and during dozens of
time walking through it can recall seeing cumulatively not more than 10 people using it in any capacity. If the
Board believes a memorial of some kind to Mr. Elliott is warranted and wants to place it in a location other
than the Village Hall or its grounds, I suggest the Board look to Western Grove park and collaborate with the
MNCPP to develop the Elliott memorial on there.
Thank you for your consideration of my views.
Richard Hertling
119 Hesketh Street
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Younes, Michael
To:
Subject:

Village, Chevy Chase
RE: Time to Rethink Oliver Street Park Paving Plan

From: Charles Monk [mailto:cfmonkjr@aol.com]
Sent: Sunday, June 07, 2015 2:12 PM
To: Village, Chevy Chase
Subject: Time to Rethink Oliver Street Park Paving Plan

Village Resident Lyric Winik's letter of June 3, 2015 got it exactly right:
The Village's recent practice has been to preserve open green space not pave it, inconsistent to push strongly
(and rightly) for it in a Montgomery County park and not preserve the open green space we can in our own;
Bob Elliott's service to the Village is commendable but no more so than many others who have no such
memorial; and
There is NO HURRY to approve and build such a memorial. We should take all the time necessary to let any
and all residents who desire involve themselves in the process.
Sukgi Choi and Charles Monk
4027 Oliver Street
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